Word of the day

The word of the day is *amigos*, which means *friends* in Spanish. What do your friends do to make you feel welcome? (No names needed, just write what your friends do.)

Word search

```
LBDGKWHPJQUCI
RGDIFFERENTS
FDZEBWIFIIC
JRESPACTLQES
AVRECIPUELI
GTUWPNJYEEM
ACCEPTUSBQBI
GGFRIENDXBRL
LIKEHPKVTQAA
AGGZUGXHLGR
OPKEUFTALPEE
SAMEUPMOMASW
```

- DIFFERENT
- SAME
- LIKE
- SIMILAR
- RESPECT
- RECIPE
- ACCEPT
- CELEBRATE
- FRIEND
- UNIQUE
You're the artist

Share your style! What’s your favorite thing to wear? Draw it below.

Define it

Acceptance means being okay with others’ differences and our own. When we accept others for who they are, they feel like they belong. How would you show someone that you think they are okay just as they are?

“Speak up, reach out, and be a friend!”